
URIA ARRA PALL.= u. BRONNICHII SAB. 

FROM THE BRICK-WORKS OF 

AURE (ØRSKOG) 
BY 

P. A. ØYEN 

In my excursions to part of o ur West-Coast and some of o ur 
Western Fiorcs, in the summer of 190 l I also pa id a flying 

visit to the brick-work of Aure situated in Lat. 62c 30' N. and 
Long. 4 W. of Christiania. 

What has given rise to the present unpretending paper is, 
however, a small bit of sandy clay about the size of a fist as 
will be seen from the subjoined plate that figures the clod with 
a couple of enclosed bones in natura! size. The clod figured 
was presented to me by the workers of the brick-field. And, 
I am indebted to the unwearied courtesy of Mr. HeRLUF WINGE, 
the distinguished inspector of the Zoological Museum of Capen
hagen, for a determination of the enclosed bones, that proved 
to be right Humerus and right Ulna, pretty as large as the 
!argest ones of Uria arra, Mr. Winge wrote to me in 1909. 

As this one is the only fossil specimen found in our country 
I have supposed it to be reasonable to treat it a little further. 
Mr. COLLETT also mentioned it ( Norges Fugle, I ll, p. 35 1), but 
unfortunately his statements as to geological occurrence are not 
satisfactory. 

AMUND HELLAND, the distinguished geologist and well
known author of "Norges land og folk" also mentions this find 
(Romsdals amt, bd. I , 19 1 1, pp. 156. 159), and according to my 
statement he placed the find mentioned as a transitional one 
between the Yoldia-age and the Littorina-niveau in my sense 
of classification of Norwegian quaternary deposits. Helland, 
moreover, mentioned the occurrence of bones of Phoca barbata 
and a log af Alnus in the very same Iocality. 
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The Norwegian geologists ReKSTAD (Bergens Museums aar
bok 1907, no. 9, p. 25) and KALDHOL ( L. c. 1908, no. 6, p. 23) 
also clescribed the clay-deposit and terraces of Aure without 
mentioning the occurence of Uria arra. I am not on this oc
casion either to comment or to criticise the work executed in 
this place by the two last-mentioned geologists. 

Synonymous relations have been somewhat intricate and 
vexed as to different species or varieties of Uria, and this fact 
may on the present occasion justify my dealing with this syno
nymy for a moment. Thus we read: --

A lea lomvia LIN. Syst. Nat., 1758, I, p. 130. 
Uria briinnichii SAB. (cfr. SwAinSON & RICHARDSON: Fauna 

Bor. American Bi reis, 1831, p. 477). 
U ria briinnichii SAB. j OHN Ross: Appendix Sec. V o y age 

North-West Passage 1829-33 ( 1835), p. XLIV as occurring 
in Arctic Seas, but it is remarkable, however, that here already 
we meet with the following "confounded by authors with the 
U ria Troille". 

Uria lomvia LIN. BRYANT 1861 (Cat. of Canadian Birds, 
I, 1900, p. 23). 

Uria arra PALL . (cfr. BESSELS: American North Polar. 
Exp. 1879, p. 312). 

Uria arra, WINGE: Consp. faun. groen!. Aves, 1898, p. 222. 
Alca arra, FEILDEN: Ibis 1877, p. 209. 
A lea briinnichii, FEILDEN: Ibis 1877, p. 41 O. 

Lomvia briinnichii, PEARSON: Ibis 1896, p. 225. 
Uria lomvia, HAGERUP: Green!. Birds 1891, p. 10. 
Lomvia arra, KuMLIEN: Bull. U. St. Nat. Mus. No. 15, 

1879, p. 105. 

A lea bruennichii SAB . Forh. Vid.-Selsk. Christiania 1872, p.178. 
Uria bruennichii SAB . is reported from the eastern part of 

the Finmark (L. c. 1872, p. 304). 
Uria arra PALL. ( = brtinnichii SAB.) Vega-Exp. Vet. Iakt

tagelser, B. V, 1887, pp. 385-388, 23. 
Alka (Uria) briinnichii SAB. is reported from Spitzbergen, 

and in the same place we find from the same locality reported 
the occurrence of Uria grylle LIN. == U. glacialis BREHM 

(Øfv. Kgl. Vet. Akad. Førh. Stockholm B. 20, 1863, p. Ill. 
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Lom via arra briinnichii, NELSON : Cruise Corwin 1883, p. 118. 
Uria lomvia (North American Birds, 1895, p. 12). 
Uria lomvia, GRANT: Catalogue of Birds, Vol. 26, 1898, p. 537. 
Uria briinnichii, HENGLIN: Reisen im Nordpolarmeer, B. 

III, 1874, p. 165, 
Uria briinnichii (Bergens Museum, aarsberetning 1904, p. 15. 
U ria briinnichii (l bis 1897, p.' 597, l. c. 1898, p. 270, l. c. 

1899, p. 50). 

Humerus and Ulna of Uria arra. 

Uria lomvia lomvia LIN. (SC HALOW : Die Vogel der Arktis, 
p. 127). 

U ria briinnichii (TORELL: Spitsbergens Molluskfauna, 1859, 
p. 62). 

Uria lomvia (PALL.) 1811 (NAN SEN & CoLLETT: Norw. 
North Polar Exp. 1893-96, Sei. Res. Vol. l, nr. IV, pp. 13, 37, 52). 

Uria briinnichii (Kgl. Svenk. Vet.-Akad. Hand!. B. VIII, 
1869, No. 5, p. 5, l. c. B. 36, 1903, no. 9, p. 79). 

Uria briinnichii (ROMER u. ScHAUDIN: Fauna Arctica, lfg. 
I, 1900, p. 78). 

Norsk Geo!. Tidsskr. VII !2 
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From the rather few authorities here mentioned and a 
number of other anes we may gain a rather fair idea as to the 
present distribution of this interesting species, And we find it 
to be pretty near circumpolar. 

It is to be sure a Spitsbergen bird that also gave rise to 
its Norwegian name, "Spitsbergalken". And it is a remarkable 
fact that while we in Greenland for the most part only find 
it to be breeding pretty near along the very coast we in Spitz
bergen aften find the same to be the case even far into the 
inner parts of the fiords. This fact might be remembered for 
comparison when we are to discuss the fossil find at Aure ly
ing rather far away from the very coast-line. We are only to 
call in mind same of its favourite whereabouts. The "Brtinnich 
Murre" or "Thick-billed guillemot" (Uria lomvia Linn. Bryant) 
is during winter abundant in the Bay of Fundy. It is quite 
common along the coast of Newfoundland. No doubt, it is the 
commonest bird on the Greenland coast, but said not to breed 
fart her south than Lat. 64 o N. Plentiful and seen in members 
on the eastern and southern shores of Labrador and at the 
mouth of Fox channel and in Hudson strait. It occurs as far 
north as Smith sound, and it is common along Ellesmere-land and 
North Devon and southward along east coast of Baffin and in 
Hudson ba y (Macoun: Catalogue of Canadian Birds, 1909, p. 
25). And further on we find, that the "Pallas Murre" or "Western 
thick-billed guillemot" (U ria lom via arra Pall. Ridgw.) is found 
in great abundance on the coasts and islands of Alaska and also 
in Bering sea and in N orton sound. It is extremely abundant 
at Bogoslov where they breed in millions and throughout the 
Aleutian islands. Only reaches Point Barrow as a rare straggler 
(Macoun: Catalogue of Canadian Birds, 1909, pp. 26, 27). 

There might be some difficulty in distinguishing this species 
and U. troile when seen only at a distance, but, no doubt, the 
greater majority of individuals found in the surroundings of 
Greenland towards the northeastern part of America and to
wards Iceland belong to U. arra and those found in the North 
Sea and the eastern part of the Atlantic in the surroundings 
of the Faroe islands and Shetland islands on the other hand, 
no doubt, for the mosl part belong to U. troile (Vid.-MeddeL 
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Naturhist. Forening Copenhagen, 1897, p. 234). Both of them, 
as well U. arra as U. troile, are breeding in Iceland (I. c. p. 235). 

Uria lomvia is regarded as synonymous with the Bri.innich 
murre and it is stated that j. C. Ross under the name Uria 
briinnichii recorded the occurrence of this bird at Port Bowen, 
Prince Regent Inlet (North American Fauna, No. 27. PREBLE 

& JV1ERRIAfvl: A biological Investigation of the Athabaska-Macken
zie Region, 1908, p. 260). 

Uria lomvia arra or 'Pallas Murre' was seen near St. 
Michael and about St. George Island with Uria troile californica 
(BISHOP: Birds of the Yukon Region in North America Fauna 
No. 19 ( 1900) p. 58). 

Uria troile LINN. is regarded to represent different phases 
among which is found Uria ringvia Briinn. and was taken 
at Herring Islands (NoRTON: Labrador Birds, 190 1, in Proceed. 
Portland Soc. N at. Hist. Vol. I I, P. 5, p. 146) and likewise 
also Uria lomvia Bryant (1. c. p. 147). 

Uria arra is reported from Iceland, Greenland and the 
northeastern part of America while Uria troile is reported from 
Scandinavia, the British Isles, the Faroes and Iceland (Vid.
Meddel. Naturh. Forening Copenhagen, 1897, pp. 234-235). 

Uria arra (briinnichii) has been found near julianehaab 

and Sermersok and its bones have been found in Kitchen

middens of the Northerners in several places (Vid.-Meddel. 
Naturhist. Forening Copenhagen, 1895, pp. 177-178). 

Mr. Bryant found that on the sides of Gannet Rock in 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence the comparative members of Uria 
troille LINN. and Uria lomvia LINN. and Uria ringvia Bri.inn. 
were about 3 : 2: 1. (Proceed. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist. Vol 
VIII, 186 1 to 1862, pp. 74. 75). 

Those few and short references are sufficient to prove 
that it is quite necessary to be very cautious in the use of 
literary quotations and really it is in many cases rather diffi
cult to be sure that no mistake or misunderstanding is at hand. 
But carefully sifting the different sources we may at present be 
said to have a rather fair general view as to distribution and 
living conditions of the interesting hird species in question. 
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Moreover we might be justified in quoting from Schalow 
the following: "im allgemeinen darf U. troile troile im Polar
meergebiet als die stidlichere, U. lomvia lomvia dagegen als 
die ni::irdlichere Art bezeichnet werden" (Die Vi:igel der Arktis, 
p. 126). And SWEN ANDER made some interesting stu dies as to 
the relation of distribution of the two species mentioned (Bih. 
K. Svenk. Vet.-Akad. Hand!. B. 26, afd. IV, no. 3, p. 37). And, 
RAMSA Y paid attention to facts ten ding to explain certain migra
tions of U. briinnichii (Fennia, 21, no. 6, p. 60). John Macoun 
treated the problem of migration of this species in the New 
World (Cat. of Canadian Birds, l, 1900, p. 24). 

Collett tells us that Uria troile var. briinnichii �� U. lomvia 

is often seen in the north of Finmarken in winter, exceptionally 
in summer. In the winter 1857-58 for instance it visited the 
surroundings of Varanger Fiord in numerous packs or shoals. 
It is, however, doubtful whether this species is breeding in our 
country or not. Occasionally it is visiting the neighbourhood 
of Tromsø and, quite exceptionally it has been seen as far 
south as Stavanger (Collett: Norges fugle, B. Ill, 1921, pp. 
349-351). 

We in vain make a search for this species in the collection 
of fossil birds in the British Museum (LYDEKKER: Cat. Foss. 
Birds, British Museum of National History, 1891), nor is it 
enumerated in ALFRED BELL's valuable paper on "Pleistocene 
and later bird fauna of Great Britain and lreland" (The Zoo
logist, no. 893, November 15th 19 15). It has not been found 
among late glacial birds in Sweden (Sveriges Geo!. undersi::ikn. 
årsbok 1914, no. 4, ser. C, no. 263). And, in spite of the rather 
numerous collection (nearly seventy species) of fossil birds from 
Glacia:t and Postglacial layers in Denmark we there too search 
in vain for this species (Vid.-Meddel. Naturhist. Forening Capen
hagen 1903, pp. 61-110). 

Consequently it may be of some importance to fix as close 
as possible the stratigraphical position of the Uria-find in Aure. 
Confronted to the clay-layers themselves the workers could no 
longer exactly point out the very place in which the clay-clod 
mentioned had in time been recovered. The different fossil-
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bearing layers, however, give at hand some means by which 

we may gain a rather sufficient view as to this important question. 

On comparing the stratigraphical conditions as Iaid open 
in the summer 1901 with the subsequent descriptions by Kald

hol and Rekstad we find them much varied. And, indeed, the 
first mentioned author regards stratification and clay-Iayers to 
have been disturbed by pressure of an overlying deposit of sand 

to the thickness of a bo ut five or six meters; according to the 
same author the pressure just mentioned at the same time 
also crushed the fossils imbedded in the clay, for as he especially 
remarks no sliding seems to have occured (Bergens Museums 
aarbok 1908, no. 6, p. 23). But later on the same author regards 

the disturbtion mentioned to have been caused by overriding 

glaciers which in their retreat brought to deposition the over

Iying thick sand-layer (Glacialgeologiske iagttagelser paa Søndmør, 
1909, p. 6). Rekstad, on the other hand, does not seem to lay 
any stress whatever upon the phenomena of disturbtion and 

the overlying sand and grave! deposit he ascribed to the action 
of the river (Bergens Museums aarbog 1907, no. 9, p. 25), 
and this river-terrace rises to about thirty meters above sea
leve! (1. c. p. 26). What is common, however, to Mssrs. Kald

hol and Rekstad is that both of them regard the fossil-bearing 

clay-bed as a rather uniform one. Moreover, Kaldhol is stating 
the following section as observed in the autumn of 1908: 

Sand-layer ............................... 5-6 meters 
Clay-deposit, no fossils, numerous stones ... ca. l 
Fossil-bearing clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Cia y-deposit, completely Jack of fossils . . . . . " 2 
Sand-layer of unknown depth. 

(Glacialgeologiske iagttagelser paa Søndmør, 1909, p. 6). 
Kaldhol as well as Rekstad collected fossils about 14-20 

meters above sea-leve!. 

On my visit to the brick-field of Aure in the summer of 

190 l the bottom of the clay-pit was lying about eleven meters 
above sea-leve!. The sand-layer at the bottom, as later on de
scribed by Kaldhol, was not visible at that time, as the first 

deposit met with just above the bottom of the clay-pit was a 
blue clay mixed with very fine-grained sand, a mass that in 
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some places had a greyish tinge or even greenish shade just 
of the same kind as I also observed in the brick-fleld of Aan
da1sness. 

In the deepest-lying layers accessible in the clay-pit of Aure 
I succeeded in recovering some fossil impressions of Macoma 

calcarZ:a CHEMN. and even Mya truncata LIN. Besides these 
were some very fragile fragments the structure of which could 
not be any other than that peculiar to the very thin-shelled 
variety of Area glacialis GRAY which I picked up in the clay
deposit near Fjerheimsfos (P. A. Øyen: Kvartær-studier i Trond
hjemsfeltet, l I, 19 1 1, pp. 92-93). Moreover, I found shells 
of Nucula tenuis MoNT. and Saxicava pholadis LIN. It was 
interesting to meet with the large and well-deflned variety of 
Trophon truncatus STRØM which I have on a former occasion 
described from Ytterland (Ørlandet) in my "Kvartær-studier i 
Trondhjemsfeltet, I I, 1911, p. 48". In addition to the spe eies 
now mentioned it was of some importance to meet with a range 
of Astarte that l also picked up in different localities in the 
surroundings of Christianssund (P. A. Øyen: Contributions to 

the Quaternary Geology of Norway, I, 19 1 1). 
From the clay-pit of Aure may, however, four specimens 

be especially mentioned on account of their systematical and 
geo1ogical importance. To begin with we have two specimens 
of Astarte compressa LIN., var. crassa LECHE corresponding 
in figure and structure and size with the one flgured in Kgl. 
Svensk. Vet.-Akad. Hand!. B. 16 ( 1878), pl. I, fig. 3. b, p. 86. 
And, further on a couple of specimens are met with corre
sponding to Astarte semisulcata LEACH, var. placenta MøRCH, 
as this species is flgured in l. c .. pl. I, flg. 4. a, structure and 
size being nearly the same, only the flgure is more oval ap
proaching to var. withami Wood as pictured in l. c., pl. I, flg. 
4 d. The two specimens here mentioned may be said to represent 
a traditional type between the two varieties in question. 

In the lowest layers accessible there was no reaction of 
the clay to HCI, but higher up a distinct reaction might be 
observed and at the same time the material grew more sandy 
and even partly gravellous. The colour became grey, and the 
ela y now pro ved rather rich in fossils. Anomia ephippium LIN. 
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occured in company with Pecten islandicus MOLL. of the large 
and conspicuous type that I described from Vinjeøren (P. A. 
Øyen: Kvartær-studier i Trondhjemsfeltet, I l ,  1911, pp. 9--1 0), 
and Macoma calcaria CHEMN. forma ty pica of length 32 mm. 
as well as Mya truncata LIN. forma ty pica of length ca. 60 
mm. were rather numerous. Mytilus edulis LIN. and Cyprina 

islandica LIN. occupied their place together with A starte com

pressa LIN. (G. O. SARS). and fragments of Balanus porcatus 
da Costa, DARW. were met with in the clay as also basal plates 
of the very same species were seen attached to stones and 
blocks perched in the clay. 

Such stones and blocks, rather edged and in some cases 
of a considerable size, were rather scarce in the lower layers 
occurring only now and then but higher up they grew numerous 
especially in the upper part of the fossil-bearing clay me1suring 
a thickness of about four meters. In this upper part we find 
the shells of Cyprina, Astarte, Saxicava, Mya and Balanus to 
be crushed and compressed to a nearly unrecognizeable aften 
very compact and hard mass in which still fragments of a thtck
shelled variety of Mya truncata, var. uddevallensis may be 
seen to be numerous together with fragments of a rather rugged 
variety of Balanus. It is clearly seen that some destructive 
and rather active forces have been engaged even if no traces 
of erosive action or allied phenomena were at that time to be 
detected. The gravelly clay with stones here mentioned in some 
places prove to give a rather strong reaction to HCI. 

Overlying this fossil-bearing clay a layer of rubbish clay 
containing a multitude of stones is met with to the thickness 
of one meter. In this layer no fossils were to be recovered. 

The clay deposit is covered by alternating layers of sand 
and grave! to the thickness of some six or eight meters. This 
overlying deposit seems to be a true delta rising to a rather 
well-deflned terrace. 

In order to flx the stratigraphical position of the Uria

find the clod befare mentioned proved to consist of fine sandy 
clay that in some places gave a distinct reaction to HCI. The 
grey colour still had a faint greenish tinge and small edged 
stones were now and then met with but the layer of clay in 
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question does not seem to have been exposed to any extended 
destruction. And, indeed, I succeeded in picking out from the 
clod some small shell-fragments that in addition to the above 
mentioned characteristics proved sufficient to fix the place from 
which it originated. There were for instance fragments of My

tilus edulis, Mya truncata, forma typica, and Balanus of the 
ordinary variety. Moreover, some vegetable remains were re
covered, probably some bud fragments of a willow. Consequently 
we may easily mark out the place of Uria arra in the above 
section. 

Now, it only remains to range the different clay-layers into 
the historie or geological framework. The result of such an 
attempt may be somewhat wavering and then we are before 
starting on that way to collect or summarize the main pillars, 
e. g. the fossils, which form the fundamental base of our rising 
discussion. 

It becomes most suitable to range the above mentioned 
mollusc:an remains together with those of the valuable list of 
Kaldhol ( Glacialgeologiske iagttagelser pa a Søndmør, 1909, p p. 
6� 7) embracing as well the fin ds of Mr. Rekstad as his own 
ones. In that way we are a ble to make up the following list: -

Anomia ephippium LIN. 
Pecten islandicus MOLL. 
Pecten septemradiatus MOLL. 
Mytilus edulis LIN. 
Nucula tenuis MoNT. 
Area glacialis GRA Y 

Cyprina islandica LIN. 
Astarte compressa LIN. (G. O. SARS) 
Astarte compressa LIN., var. crassa LECHE 
Astarte semisulcata LEACH, var. placenta MøRCH 
Astarte semisulcata LEACH, var. withami Wooo 
Axinus jlexousus MoNT. 

Montacuta bidentata MoNT. 

Macoma calcaria CHEMN. 
Macoma baltica LIN. 
Mya truncata LIN. forma typica 
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My a truncata LIN. f. uddevallensis 

Saxicava pholadis LIN. 

Boreochiton ruber LowE 

Boreochiton marmoreus F ABR. 

Tectura rubella F ABR. 

Lepeta cæca MOLL. 
Lunatia sp. 

Trichotropis borealis BRoD. & SowB. 

Littorina littorea LIN. 

Lacuna divaricata FABR. 

Bittium reticulatum DA C osT A 

Trophon truncatus STRØM 

Tro phon clathratus LIN. 

Neptunea despecta LIN. 

Sipho ? sp. 

177 

Besides these molluscan remains may be a1so incorporated: -

Balanus porcatus DA CosTA DARW. 

Ehinus sp. 

This list of more than thirty species does not contain the 
s1ightest hint to Peorian age nor even to Ra or true Wisconsin 
age . Rather conspicuous and highly characteristic fossils of 
last mentioned age have been gathered from the Southeastern 
part of Norway and I have followed them up in the Trondhjem 
district, and even to the Finmarken. Fossils belonging to this 
group have been gathered even from the very same district 
in which Aure is situated so we might expect fossils of that 
age to be found in the brick-field of that place to o. It is true, 
no fossils have as yet been picked up from the sand-layer at 
the bottom of the clay-pit and we do not know what is hidden 
below. The physiographic structure, however, of these base-
1ayers of the section is sufficient to show their near relation 
to glacial conditions. And, the very same feature is revea1ed 
by the base fauna detected. This fauna we are able to refer 
to the closing stages of the Ra age by a comparison with the 
clay-deposits of the Trondhjem district as really above already 
done (P. A. Øyen: Kvartær-studier i Trondhjemsfeltet, Ill, 1915, 
pp. 161-243). For the arctic varieties of Astarte bear a strong 
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evidence as to age and the variety of Area met with tends in 
the very same d1rection, so do Nucula tenuis and Trophon 

truncatus too. Macoma, Mya, Saxicava are further evidences 
in the same way. 

Pecten septemradiatus, Mytilus edulis, Cyprina islandica, 

Astarte compressa, Macoma baltica are, however, inaugurating 
a new era with altered climatic conditions. The maximum of 
this climatic oscillation is not as yet sufficiently fixed and if no 
unwarranted disturbtion of layers and displacement of fossils 
has occurred then the above list to some degree adds to our 
knowledge of this interesting but remote period. 

The large form of Pecten islandicus, the thick-shelled Mya 

truncata, the arctic variety Tectura rubella, Trophon clathratus 

and so on bear evidence of climatic oscillation along the declining 
half of the climatic curve. And, it is very likely that the minimum 
of this curve just coincides with the action of the destructive 
forces which disturbed the fossilbearing deposit in the brick
field of Aure. 

Then we have, of course, in the preceding development 
of fauna conditions passed something more than half a climatic 
wave, that originated just at the end of the Ra or Wisconsin 
age. The positive half of this wave coincides with the period 
which I termed as the Mytilus-niveau, and the negative half 
of the same wave coincides with the period which I termed as 
the Portlandia-niveau (Christiania Vid.-Selsk. Skr. I Mathm.
naturvid. klasse, 1908, no. 2, p. 118). On representing this, 
history in a tabular form we get the following as to the clay 
deposit of the brick-field of Aure: -

Ra or Wisconsin age (closing stage) 
Mytilus-niveau 

Portlandia-niveau 

And, consequently the Uria-find must be referred to the 
mean clivision of this series e. g. the Mytilus-niveau. 

As well in the Christiania clistrict as in the Tronclhjem 
district I succeeded in proving that the most elevated marine 

terrace just coincicles with the sea-level of the Mytilus-niveau 

(P. A. Øyen: Kvartær-studier i Trondhjemsfeltet, Ill, 1915, pp. 
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243�297). Along the western coast of Norway, however, it 
is not so easy to come to a conclusive or final decision as to 
this problem. 

Of course, the investigations of the phenomena relating to 
this problem are far from being sufficient or finished. On the 
other hand, however, these phenomena are extraordinary and 
rather intricate in the western districts of Norway as evidences 
tend to prove that even the ice-sheet of the Ra or Wisconsin 

age did not override the very coast-line. Then we might in 
sheltered places or favorable situations expect to find even un
disturbed fossil-bearing deposits and sea-leve! terraces from 
earlier divisions of Pleistocene lee Age. The problems here 
raised and the questions here asked are often very intricate 
and opinions set forth upon them are often much vexed. 

On my visit to Aure my only instrument for measuring 
the height of sea-leve! terraces was a small aneroid barometer. 
Consequently no great stress may be put on their accuracy 
but they have, in the mean time, been of great use to me in 
forming my opinion on the results of other geologists far better 
equipped with instruments for levelling the terraces. 

As early as 1890 Sandler published (PETERMANN: Geogr. 
Mitteil. B. 36, p. 218) the mean values of terrace-levelling in 
Romsdal Fiord measured by meters above sea-leve! placing 
the different groups of terraces in a tabular form as follows: 
-- 5,2 - 11,4 - 15,6 - 21,9 - 32,8 - 52,4 - 77,6 -

In the surroundings of the brick-field of Aure, REKSTAD 
leve !led the following terraces: - 21 ,8 - 30,0 - 36,9 - 4 7, 4 

- 63, l - 76,4 - measured in meters above the sea-weed 
line (Bergens museums aarbog 1907, no. 9, p. 26). 

In Malme, KALDHOL levelled a series of terraces, (following 
the same method as REKST AD): - 4,7 - 10,7- 23,0- 29,7 

- 46,3 - 56,3 - 61,2 - 66,6 - 80,7- (Kgl. norske Vid.
Selsk. Skr. 1922, no. 2, p. 12). 

From the neighbourhood of Christianssund Mr. NUMMEDAL 

has levelled the following series: -6,0 - l 0,5 -16,7 -24,0 

- 28,0-36,4-43,0 � 47,0 -76,0-82,0-. 

My own measurements in the surroundings of the brick
field of Aure were as follows: -
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- l !  o- l 5 5 -
35,5 - 45 6 -

56,7 - 65,6 - 80,2 �-
, , 

34,4 ' 58,5 66,6 85,5 

should here only remark that the height 58,5 is the mean 
value of four measurements in two different places, quite the 
same is also the case with the height 66,6, and the height 85,5 
is the result of two measurements in one place. 

Before systematically arranging the heights in this way 
arrived at, we are only to remember that KALDHOL in the 
Eidsfjord has determined the marine upper limit by 75,0 meters 
above sea-leve!, the epiglacial stage by 61,5 meters, and the 
stage of the Tapes-niveau by 21 ,O meters (Bergens museums 
aarbok 1912, no. 3, p. 34 ), and at Gjermundnes KALD LOL de
termin ed the marine upper limit by ca. 86 meter above sea
leve!, a well-defined terrace by 59 meters, and the stage of the 
Tapes-niveau by 20,6 meters (Kgl. norske Vid.-Selsk. Skr. 1915, 
no. 7, p. 21). 

or course we might have picked out of the many series 
of measurements a good deal of other numbers. In the con
nection present, however, I have only these few ones selected 
as surrounding the locality in question and lying nearly in the 
very same isobase line. To get a general view of the different 
terrace groups of this district we are now to arrange the above 
numbers quite in the same order as they are enumerated: -

l. l Il. l Ill. l IV. l V. l VI. l VII. l VIII. IX. 

5,2 4,7 6,0 
11,4 10,7 15,6121,9 21,8 23,0 24,0 10,5 16,7 11,0 15,5 21,0 

l 20,6 

� l--- 1 32,8 52,4 77, 6 1 30,0 36,9 47,4 63,1 76,4 29,7 46,3 56,3 61,2 66,6 180,7 28,0 36,4 43,0 47,0 76,0 82,0 35,0 45,6 57,6 66, l l 82,9 
l l ��:� 75'0 l 86,0 

The heights measured form a series that as it were ranges 
in nine natura! groups of which no. I-V , VII and IX show 
no peculiar diviation and the numerical value of heights does 
not vary much within the individual groups. The sections VI 
and VIII show a somewhat deviating feature, each of them 
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being subject to a subdivision, mainly a doubling. On earlier 
occasions I have described such a doubling as to erosive 
phenomena as well as to deposition. It may be sufficient on 
this occasion to draw attention to this double or even three
fold division in the Pholas-niveau (P. A. Øyen: Kvartær-studier 
i Trondhjemsfeltet, III, 1915, pp. 322-332), and there we shall 
flnd an ample collection of material for comparison with the 
characteristics of section VI in the above list. And as to section 
VIII with the conspicuous doubling I may only refer to quite 
similar phenomena which I described on former occasions (P. 
A. Øyen: Kvartær-studier i Trondhjemsfeltet, Il, 1911, pp. 5-6, 

and l. c. III, 1915, pp. 297-312) as regarding for instance 
erosion and deposition of the Portlandia-niveau. As far we 
are advancing in a right direction along a justiflable way to get 
a true explanation of the flxed and remarkable grouping of 
numbers in the above list. And, of course, no real objection 
might be urged to a comparison between these terraces of our 
Western Coast and the conspicuous terraces of the Trondhjem 
district. And, as the last mentioned terraces have in many 
respects proved to be quite analogous with the terraces of the 
South-eastern part of the country we may as well extend our 
comparison into this district too, in order to get a fair general 
view of the greatest part of Southern Norway. 

On several former occasions I presented rather short views 
of the most natura! classiflcation of Norwegian quaternary deposits, 
for instance in my "Kvartær-studier i den sydøstlige del av 
vort land, 1908, p. 118" and in my "Kvartær-studier i Trond
hjemsfeltet, I I l, 1915, p. 83". A rather pop ul ar view I published 
in "Naturen, 1916, pp, 119-234". From these publications we 
may make an abstract for the general view. I only have to 
premise that as well in the Christiania district as in the Trond
hjem district the separation of the individual sections is based 
upon my own palaeontological and stratigraphical work. In both 
districts I am also myself responsible for each and all of the 
numerical values of heights by which the individual niveaus 
are bounded. The numerical values are in the table expressed 
in meters above the present sea-leve!. In a third and corre-
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sponding column I have added the results of the above parallel 
grouping from the surroundings or district of Aure. 

''Niveaus'' stages 
l Christiania Trondhjem 

Aure district or l di stri et district 
l ---

Mya-stage ...... . .... . . . . l o o o 

Ostrea-stage (A\ 
l 

Il Il (I) 5-- t) .... . ..... 

Ostrea-stage (B) ........... 22 22 (Il) 10-! l 

Trivia-stage ............... 47 45 (Ill) 15---JJ 

Ta p es-stage ............... 70 69 (IV) 22-2-'. 

Mactra-stage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ca. 95 ca . 95 (V) 28-30 

Pholas-stage .............. 142 126 (VI) 33--�ti 

Littorina-stage ............ 175 164 (VII) 52-5/ 

Portlandia-stage ... . . . ... . .  205 183 (VIII) 60-77 

Mytilus-stage .............. 221 200 (IX) 80-86 

Ra-age ............ . ...... ice ice ice 

Having now succeeded in fixing the stratigraphical position 
of the Uria-find in Aure and having also settled its geological 
frame we might be justified in regarding the historical problem 
of it as worked out. And, so it really is from a pure geological 
point of view. 

The question is, however, often asked, how many years 
these bones have been preserved in the clay-deposit. Geologi
cally we have not as yet any approved base on which to found 
our supposition for solving this interesting problem. At !east, 
we must be satisfied with a working hypothesis. And such a 
one we most rationally search for in the astronomical field of 
science. Following C ROLL, W ALLACE, and BL YTT "so finden wir, 
dass die Eiszeit vor 80 000 bis 90 000 j ah ren i hr Ende nahm" 
(ENGLER: Botanischejahrbticher, B. Il, 1882, p. 177). This corre
sponds with the transition of the Ra-age into the Mytilus-stage. 

And, in a small paper published a short time ago (Naturen, 
1922, pp. 177-183) I collected and compared what we know 
of the rise of land in Norway during historical time and the 
experience gained by some fixed markings along part of the 
coast. And, the result was, for instance, that in the surroundings 
of the embouchure of the Christiania Fiord there had been a 
rise of land of some four or five meters in the last two thousand 
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years. If we extend this calculation and combine this computation 
with the results which I gained on a former occasion (Naturen 
1916, pp. 224-225) by a calculation on quite another base, then 
we shall for the maximum of the Mytilus stage get as a result 
ca. 80 thousand years and for the minimum of the Portlandia 

stage ca. 75 thousand years. As far the correspondence of 
astronomical and geological calculation carries on an agreement 
that is rather surprising. As already above stated we are, how
ever, as to the calculation of geologic time to remember that 
we are only trying working hypotheses. And, consequently we 
are not able to give a final answer to the raised question about 
rhe age in years of the Uria-find. 


